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INTRODUCTION
Cities around the globe contend with the challenge of meeting the high demand for new housing,
especially affordable housing1, and integrating and distributing this housing as one means of
preventing the stratification of urban populations.2 This housing demand increases pressure on urban
land, especially on sites with lower density that have long-term sustainable potential. At the same time
many residents in cities around the world, including the United States, are resistant to integration of
new housing, especially at higher densities and at affordable rates.3 Further, advocates for social
justice argue that low income minority communities are frequent targets for increasing development
rights that, while providing additional affordable housing along with new market rate units, inevitably
lead to gentrification and displacement of existing residents.4 Enhanced strategies are required to
supply communities with tools for evaluation of the potential for symbiotic development, here defined
to mean new development that supports existing urban communities’ needs without displacement,
offering opportunities to improve health, connectivity and build bridges between diverse populations.
Investigations of this form of urban design can offer existing residents examples of urban development
interventions than can be critiqued and evaluated for their potential for neighborhood improvement
where new and old fabric are woven together around an improved public realm with stronger
connectivity to the surrounding communities. To explore these issues, this paper reviews the debate in
New York City around proposals to build new housing on public housing estates, shedding light on the
tension between social justice/equity and housing demand, and provides an exploration of an
integrative development approach that seeks to find balance and a way forward. This study looks in
particular at the tower in the park estate that effectively separates communities and facilitates
stratification across racial and economic lines. The approach applies urban design principles rooted in
Jane Jacob’s analysis of urban structures, seeking opportunities for place-making that leverage and
respect existing fabric and build new possibilities for supporting and connecting diverse urban
communities.
PUBLIC HOUSING DEVELOPED AS DISTINCT FROM CITY FABRIC
The New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) provides housing for 381,159 residents as of 2019,
a number greater than the population of mid-size cities like Pittsburgh. This population is distributed
across 316 sites, with an inventory of 173,762 units in 2351 buildings. NYCHA has an aging building
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inventory, where 77% of the structures are 40-85 years old, and 93.6% at least 30 years old.5 The
campuses were largely planned on the tower in the park model, utilizing superblocks that can be
characterized as a specialized urban pattern that stands apart from the typical fabric and its street/block
pattern. The development of this public housing occurred at the moment New York reached an urban
maturity after rapid growth in the 19th century. The planners of the public housing campuses viewed
this mature city as already outdated, envisioning a next generation transformation where horizontal
density and well-defined streets would be reconfigured into vertical density with open space crossed
by access roads. This vision for the new city justified expansive demolition of entire neighborhoods,
displacing the people and sacrificing businesses as well as social capital in the process. This largescale demolition and reconfiguration had a critical impact on the continuity and connectivity of the
urban structure of neighborhoods across the city. For example, downtown Brooklyn in 1924 exhibits a
clear and continuous urban structure of small blocks and a strong street network that allows easy and
flexible movement in all directions. This continuity and urban block structure are sacrificed in the
mid-20th century to make superblocks for public housing development. The sacrifice of the robust
block and street structure not only impacted the connectivity of large areas of urban land, it also
robbed this land of value that is now widely recognized and acknowledged by preservation efforts and
property values. The nearby Brooklyn Heights neighborhood serves as one of many examples of high
levels of economic and social capital rooted in the preserved fabric, small scale blocks, and largely
intact street network.6

Figure 1. Diagrams of street network at site of the Farragut Houses prior to demo in 1924 (left) and
after demo in 1951 (right)

INFILL AS AN APPROACH TO ADDRESSING THE PUBLIC HOUSING CRISIS
Public housing in New York is a relative success story socially compared to many of its
contemporaries in other American cities, yet the fate of New York’s public housing is now in doubt as
the aging housing is falling into significant disrepair that harkens back to the very conditions of
substandard infrastructure and unhealthy living environments that public housing was intended to
render a thing of the past.7 This condition is rooted in mismanagement but also in the disinvestment in
public housing by the federal government combined with the state and city not vigorously allocating
new funding to make up for the shortfall. As the scale of the crisis emerged in the first decade of the
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21st century, the city began to consider strategies to generate new revenue that could contribute
funding for the repair and upkeep of the housing. Among the emerging strategies is a program that is
informally called “infill”.8 The current iteration of this program is dubbed Build to Preserve.9 The
premise is that the tower in the park campus offers an opportunity to build new buildings on unbuilt
land that will be leased to developers, with the land leases generating revenue to be applied to that
campus’s renovation. In addition to the benefit of income through the land leases, the new buildings
are also to provide new affordable housing. The developer is incentivized through inclusion of new
market rate units, with a ratio of 70% market rate to 30% affordable units.
Critiques of the Infill Program
Despite the intent to implement this program for the last decade, it has stalled because it has always
been and continues to be mired in controversy. The local press has published dozens of articles that
question the motivations of this approach to solving this crisis.10 Community board correspondence
and resolutions document a contentious process for implementing the program with the mayor’s office
at odds with community boards and other local and state officials.11 At the center of the controversy
are the residents who feel woefully neglected, first by the deterioration of their buildings and now by
the city failing to meaningfully engage them in the conversation and process of how their communities
will change through this infill program. There are a range of criticisms of the infill strategy by both the
residents themselves as well as public officials and housing advocates. While some denunciations are
focused on physical impacts including reduction of natural light and ventilation in apartments
accompanied by loss of playgrounds, parking and open space, the overwhelming objection is the lack
of consultation and involvement of residents in the process. The residents feel unprotected in the face
of the powerful forces of City Hall and the New York development community. All of this results in
the sense of mistrust of the whole process and the stated goals for the infill projects. Some residents
express a concern that infill projects are the beginning of a privatization of NYCHA and will result in
both the gentrification of their community and their eventual displacement. The poorly designed and
executed process, along with inadequate communication by the city’s and development community’s
leadership feed the controversial climate surrounding the program.12

Figure 2. Proposed infill projects at Wyckoff Gardens, Brooklyn (left) and Holmes Towers, Manhattan
(right)
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Pilot Projects
The controversy of the initial infill strategy halted its implementation and let to the relaunch of the
program in 2018, with the Mayor’s office hoping for a new beginning with better communication and
explanation of the need for this strategy.13 Along the way to the relaunch a number of NYCHA
campuses were identified for pilot projects that could demonstrate the viability of the infill concept. A
few of these projects proceeded into the detailed design stage. In some cases, the projects appear very
straight forward. In Brooklyn a smaller scale campus, Wyckoff Gardens, is modified by adding new
buildings on existing parking lots. The proposed mix-income buildings respond to the scale of the
public housing towers and virtuously build out the corner conditions of the block, providing street wall
definition and active fronts at the level of the sidewalk, bringing the campus into closer relationship
with the fabric on the adjacent blocks in the neighborhood.14 Another pilot project however, for the
Holmes Towers in Manhattan, exemplifies the continuing controversy facing the infill strategy. This
example further enflames the anti-infill sentiment, as it is awkwardly squeezed into the site and has
twice the number of stories as the adjacent public housing towers.15 This proposal, recently withdrawn,
seems little concerned with its context, and feels more like a clear illustration of the unwanted
imposition that the residents articulate in their critiques. Other pilot project proposals graphically
communicate that most of the change of the local environment would be to the benefit of the
newcomers and the developer rather than the existing residents.16 In essence, many of the design
proposals circulating do not present redevelopment approaches that existing residents can imagine
safeguarding their community and improving their lives.
NEW PERSEPCTIVES ON THE INFILL STRATEGY
Prominent non-profit research organizations are publishing reports outlining a way forward that
address the residents’ and advocates’ critique in order to build new support for the infill strategy. The
most poignant of these, Public Housing Revolution by the Citizens Housing Planning Council
(CHPC), looks for successful strategies in other cities. It reports on the process adopted in England to
address similar issues facing council housing,17 noting the key principals adopted:
•
•

•

the establishment of the Decent Home Standard18
the recognition of public housing residents as possessing an expertise on their housing that must
be brought to bear on any solutions, in combination with impartial expertise and resources on
affordable housing development
the presentation of a menu of different options that provides residents with perspective to make
choices to reach the goal of decent housing for all residents

The English examples discussed are particularly compelling.19 These projects demonstrate the
attractiveness to the residents of not only rehabilitating their existing housing but also options that
include redefining the campus or estate as an urban place that connects into the surrounding street and
block structure, with shared public spaces and community facilities. In these projects, the residents
also embrace a new mixed-income culture as a necessity of helping pay for the projects, even
negotiating to increase the number of market rate units in exchange for an additional bedroom in the
programming of their new subsidized units to replace their existing units.
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Another report focused on the NYCHA crisis, Time to Act, by the Regional Plan Association is a 10point plan which includes support for building the next generation of public housing: new units to
either replace existing buildings altogether or facilitate full renovation of the existing buildings.20 This
recommendation notes that this process may also consider larger scale redevelopment of NYCHA
campuses. Both reports are predicated on full rights for existing residents to remain in public housing,
precluding displacement. In this report Seattle is also noted for models of successful redevelopment, in
particular a neighborhood called High Point,21 who’s phased demolition and redevelopment follows
similar strategies as the English projects, seeking to diversify the population from low income to
mixed income in a walkable, well connected neighborhood with shared public spaces and community
facilities.
New Models for Public Housing Interventions
The examples noted in these reports demonstrate the advantages of a master planning process that
applies principles of small blocks and a rich street network with public spaces located at the interface
between the public housing and the surrounding neighborhood fabric. These examples are not just
about urban morphology and structure. They are also responding to the growing literature and
experience of city planners that recognize the impacts of these strategies on health outcomes,
happiness, and human connectivity.22 These include principals that are antithetical to the mid-20th
century planning of NYCHA estates: making complete communities that are interconnected, walkable,
exhibit complexity and variety, and are convivial, encouraging diverse activities and uses, helping
neighborhoods become more sustainable and resilient. ARUP’s Cities Alive report23 diagrams the
interrelation between the many benefits of walkable neighborhoods, including car-free initiatives,
pedestrian safety, pop-up and tactical urban interventions, road diet, traffic calming, innovation of
public space, and integration of greenways and blueways. Howard Husock of the Manhattan Institute
proposes “re-streeting” public housing campuses, reconnecting them to the surrounding
neighborhoods to accomplish many of these critical goals.24
Reframing the Infill Program
With the current infill program stalled, adopting some combination of the lessons and
recommendations discussed in these reports has merit to help break through the impasse. Building
trust between officials and residents with meaningful engagement in the decision-making process is
the first step. A foundation of trust can be reinforced by forming a decision-making team of NYCHA
residents and impartial professionals along with city officials from agencies that oversee affordable
housing in the city. This team can work together to develop a critical menu of options for each
campus. This may include, after discussion and reflection by the team, the larger re-configuration of
the campus, with the cost benefit analysis of increased connectivity with the adjacent neighborhoods
and the re-establishment of a walkable street network and small blocks on the table for the decision
team to consider.
CASE STUDY DEMONSTRATING POTENITAL OF AN EXPANDED APPROACH
The Farragut Houses near downtown Brooklyn offer an opportunity to test an expanded approach to
the infill strategy that emphasizes social and economic integration, walkability, health, and
connectivity. The existing campus consists of three superblocks and 10 concentric towers. The campus
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was created by demolishing an existing dense neighborhood and de-mapping streets that provided
strong connectivity to the surrounding neighborhoods. The roadways between the superblocks today
serve as access roads rather than streets, with no building frontage or definition and sparse pedestrian
activity. Commercial uses are excluded from the campus. Much of the semi-public open space
between towers is largely un-used, off limits to both the residents and non-residents.25 The study of the
Farragut campus with an emphasis on the goals of connectivity, walkability, active streets, and a clear
structure of public open space offers an opportunity to demonstrate how new infill fabric supports
these primary goals while also generating income to bring all existing residents’ units up to modern
living standards, seeking to illustrate the mutual benefit of the new infill housing. To this end, studies
can include significant context so the decision team can judge impacts on connectivity and
relationships of urban morphology across the adjacent neighborhoods as part of a broad analysis of
cost/benefits.
With open space a critical issue to residents and advocates, any redevelopment of the campus must
address the way open spaces will be reconfigured and improved. Interestingly, this is an opportunity as
the semi-public spaces that have a long history of underuse can be repositioned either into the public
realm, fully accessible to all residents and the general public, or privatized for residents of each smallscale block. The public places (streets, squares, parks) offer the potential for increased interaction
between NYCHA residents and their neighbors, a condition that has failed to materialize in the long
history of the NYCHA campus. The envisioned network of streets and public spaces in this study are
complex and varied based on the existing configuration of the towers, resulting in the potential for a
rich sense of place for the community. The infill buildings, in addition to providing new mixedincome housing can provide new community facilities and introduce commercial space, activating the
streets and open spaces. In this study, density is distributed horizontally rather than vertically, keeping
the existing NYCHA towers as the dominant massing of the neighborhood. At the scale of the block,
breaking down the campus can reposition the NYCHA buildings so they front onto streets such that
entries are directly accessible from the sidewalk, with lobbies more visible from an active street, a
strategy linked to increased security. In addition, the block itself can become mixed-income, where the
intra-block open space is private, accessible only the residents of the block, encouraging another scale
of interaction amongst diverse residents.26

Figure 3. Analysis of Farragut Houses potential for walkability and connectivity
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Figure 4. Contrast of stand-alone towers in field of semi-public open space with access
roads (left) and integrated fabric and defined streets, public, and private space (right)

Figure 5. Study of Farragut Houses re-configured blocks and open space
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CONCLUSION
While the benefits of a strategy for redevelopment where infill is part of a larger goal of connectivity
and integration may not out-way the costs for many NYCHA residents, the discussion and process
may inform a simpler infill project that is judged a benefit. In either case, the bi-directional learning
between the residents and the impartial professionals and the city officials can build a foundation of
understanding and trust that can be built upon as the city continues its efforts to resolve the current
crisis. Renewing public housing is now made more complex with the health and social crises we are
currently facing. Social injustice and the pandemic have only reinforced the urgent need for healthy,
safe, and equitable housing and neighborhood conditions. The Projects, a term coined by the midcentury planners, contribute to a legacy of concentrated poverty and unnecessary social separation of
city residents from each other. This separation does not need to be a fait accompli for the next
generation of children growing up in public housing. The highest and best outcome for resolving our
public housing crisis is to build social and economic equity where diverse populations can see cities as
centers of social bonding across racial and demographic differences instead of centers for the wealthy
where inequality, injustice, and social division reaches new heights.
_
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